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Abstract
This paper briefly describes a heuristic investigation using dynamic
geometry of some concurrency, collinearity and other properties of a
particular hexagon that would be of interest to mathematics olympiad
enthusiasts. After managing to prove the initial result, further reflection
on the proof led to an immediate generalisation, illustrating the so-called
‘discovery’ function of proof.

Introduction

It is often said that theorems in mathematics are mostly discovered by means of intuition and/or
experimental methods, before they are verified by the production of proofs. However, there are
perhaps just as many examples in the history of mathematics where new results were discovered
or invented in a purely deductive manner.
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For example, it is completely unlikely that some results (like the non-Euclidean geometries) could
ever have been chanced upon merely by intuition and/or only using experimental and/or inductive
methods. Many similar historical examples can be given in regard to the development of abstract
algebra, set theory, calculus, etc. Generally, to the working mathematician, proof is therefore
not just a means of verifying an already-discovered result, but often also a means of exploring,
analyzing, discovering and inventing new results. Indeed, quite frequently explaining (proving)
why a result is true enables further generalisation (or specialisation). This valuable function of
proof has been called the discovery function of proof by De Villiers (1990, 1997). Apart from
presenting some new concurrency, collinearity and parallel results related to a special type of
hexagon that should be accessible and of interest to talented mathematics olympiad students at
college and high school level, this paper will also roughly describe the heuristic process by which
these results were arrived at.

Start of the Investigation

The first conjecture below was initially discovered and experimentally verified with a dynamic
geometry program. However, as shown further on, proving it allowed us to immediately generalise
it, and provides an instructive example of the discovery function of proof.

Conjecture 1. Given a hexagon ABCDEF with AB = BC, CD = DE, EF = FA, and
\A = \C = \E = 120¶, then AD, BE, and CF are concurrent at P .

Proof. The result follows directly from the following useful theorem by Anghel (2016): Given a
hexagon ABCDEF , then the main diagonals AD, BE and CF are concurrent, if and only if
sin(\BCE) · sin(\DEA) · sin(\FAC) · sin(\DCE) · sin(\FEA) · sin(\BAC)
= sin(\ACD) · sin(\CEF ) · sin(\EAB) · sin(\BCA) · sin(\DEC) · sin(\FAE).
Since \FEA = \FAE,\BAC = \BCA and \DCE = \DEC from the three formed
isosceles triangles, the above concurrency condition simplifies to showing that the fraction

sin(\BCE) · sin(\DEA) · sin(\FAC)
sin(\ACD) · sin(\CEF ) · sin(\EAB) = 1.

If the angles are now labelled as shown in Figure 1, with \CAE = a,\ECA = c and \AEC =
e, and letting \A = \C = \E = 120¶, we obtain the following fraction by substitution into the
aforementioned condition:

sin(x + c) · sin(120¶ ≠ x ≠ c + e) · sin(120¶ ≠ x ≠ a + a)
sin(120¶ ≠ x ≠ c + c) · sin(120¶ ≠ x ≠ a + e) · sin(x + a) = sin(x + c) · sin(120¶ ≠ x ≠ c + e)

sin(120¶ ≠ x ≠ a + e) · sin(x + a) .

From the sum of the angles at say vertex E, we obtain the following identity 2x+a+c≠e = 120¶.
Respectively substituting the value of 120¶ from this identity into sin(120¶ ≠ x ≠ c + e) and
sin(120¶ ≠ x ≠ a + e) in the fraction above, we obtain

sin(x + c) · sin(x + a)
sin(x + c) · sin(x + a) = 1.

This then completes the proof that AD, BE, and CF are concurrent.
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Figure 7

Looking Back

However, reflecting on the above proof in the problem solving style of Pólya(1945), it immediately
became clear that the preceding proof remains valid if the 120¶ angle was replaced by any angle
◊. Hence, the initial conjecture immediately generalises to the following theorem. This nicely
demonstrates the discovery function of proof as proving it led to discovering this further generalisation.

Theorem 1. Given a hexagon ABCDEF with AB = BC, CD = DE, EF = FA, and
\A = \C = \E = ◊, then AD, BE, and CF are concurrent at P .

In addition, the angle identity given in the proof is helpful in constructing a dynamic sketch as
shown in the online example available for the reader at: http://dynamicmathematicsle
arning.com/hung-generalization.html
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Figure 8

Collinearity of concurrency points

Further exploration of the dynamic geometry sketch subsequently revealed the following theorem.

Theorem 2. The point P defined as in Theorem 1, the powerpoint T 10 of —BDF , and the
circumcenter Q of —ACE are collinear (see Figure 2).

Proof. The proof follows directly from the 1894 theorem of Sondat-Sollerstinsky on perspective
orthologic triangles: If two nondegenerate orthologic triangles are also perspective, then the
perspector and the two orthology centers are collinear (Yiu, 2015).

The two triangles ACE and DFB are orthologic to each other since the perpendiculars from
vertices A, C and E, respectively to the sides FB, BD and DF of —BDF are concurrent in T .

Likewise the perpendiculars from vertices D, F and B, respectively to the sides CE, EC and
AC of —ACE are concurrent at its circumcenter Q. But as shown in Theorem 1, the two
triangles ACE and DFB are also in perspective to each other with the point of perspectivity
(perspector) located at P . Hence, according to Sondat-Sollerstinsky’s theorem, the point P , and

10Note that the powerpoint T of —BDF is located at the point of concurrency of the perpendiculars from

vertices A, C and E, respectively to the sides FB, BD and DF of —BDF . This is a well-known result

and can be proved with the concept of the power of a point or Carnot’s perpendicularity theorem.
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the two orthology centers T and Q are collinear.

Another noteworthy aspect of the configuration, which also follows directly from the Sondat-
Sollerstinsky theorem is that the line of perspective formed by the extension of the corresponding
sides of the two perspective triangles ACE and DFB is perpendicular to the line PTQ (Thebault,
1952).

Figure 9

Two six-point hyperbola

Though the isosceles triangles on the sides of —ACE are not in general similar to each other, our
hexagon construction reminded us of the similar isosceles triangles on the sides of a triangle that
produce the famed Kiepert hyperbola (Eddy & Fritsch, 1994). So we next explored whether some
of the concurrency points lay on analogous conics passing through the vertices. Experimentation
with the dynamic sketch of the configuration next revealed the following theorem involving two 6
point hyperbola. This is also illustrated in the dynamic sketch available at the URL given earlier.

Theorem 3. The points A, B, C, P, T and the orthocenter H1 of —ACE lie on a rectangular
hyperbola11 (see Figure 3). Likewise, the points A, B, C, P, Q and the orthocenter H2 of —DFB

11Rectangular hyperbola are also sometimes called equilateral hyperbola.
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lie on a rectangular hyperbola (not shown in Figure 3).

Proof. To prove the result, we first apply the following theorem, which is a corollary of the proof by
Thebault (1952) of the Sondat-Sollerstinsky theorem, and is formulated by Yiu (2015) as follows:
If ABC and AÕBÕC Õ are perspective at P and the perpendiculars from A to BÕC Õ, B to C ÕAÕ, and
C to AÕBÕ intersect at QÕ, then A, B, C, P, QÕ lie on a rectangular hyperbola.

Applied to our configuration in Figure 3, this theorem immediately implies that the points A, B, C, P ,
and T related to —ACE lie on a rectangular hyperbola (and likewise for the points A, B, C, P ,
and Q related to —DFB).

Next we use the Brianchon-Poncelet (1822) theorem which states that if the vertices of a triangle
lie on a rectangular hyperbola, then the orthocentre of the triangle also lies on the hyperbola.
Since both these hyperbola are rectangular, it now follows from this theorem that the orthocenters,
H1 of —ACE, and H2 of —DFB, respectively lie on the rectangular hyperbolas ABCPT and
ABCPQ. This concludes the proof.

The Brianchon-Poncelet theorem appears on several websites, and can be easily proven synthetically
(Besant, 1895:129) or analytically (Margetson & Buckingham, 1989). It provides a novel, but
quite accessible challenge for mathematically talented high school or college students. An additional
interesting property proved by Brianchon & Poncelet is that the centres of the rectangular hyperbolas
ABCPT and ABCPQ, respectively, lie on the nine-point circles of triangles ACE and DFB
inscribed on each of the hyperbola. This is also an accessible challenge to talented mathematical
students at different levels (Margetson & Buckingham, 1989).

It should also be noted that for the hyperbola ABCPT above to coincide precisely with the
corresponding Kiepert hyperbola of —ACE, the isosceles triangles on its sides need to be similar.
But since for our hexagon ABCDEF it is required that \A = \C = \E, it follows that the
hyperbola ABCPT will only coincide with the Kiepert hyperbola when —ACE is equilateral.

Interesting Special Case

Further dynamically exploring the special case of the hexagon ABCDEF , when \A = \C =
\E = 120¶, next revealed the following theorem. This is also available for the reader to explore
at the earlier provided URL.

Theorem 4. Given a hexagon ABCDEF with AB = BC, CD = DE, EF = FA and \A =
\C = \E = 120¶, then the line PTQ is parallel to the Euler line of —BDF .

However, in order to prove this theorem, we first need to prove the following Lemma. This useful
Lemma appears as a theorem in Fettis (1946), but the proof given below is somewhat different.

Lemma. Let ABC be a triangle with the first Fermat point T . Let S be the isogonal conjugate of
T . Then ST is parallel to the Euler line of triangle ABC.

Proof. Let DEF be the pedal triangle of S as shown in Figure 4. Then sides EF, FD, DE are
perpendicular to TA, TB, TC. If XY Z is the Napoleon triangle of ABC, then Y Z, ZX, XY
are also perpendicular to TA, TB, TC Thus, triangles DEF and XY Z have parallel sides, this
means DX, EY, FZ are concurrent at P . Consider the homothety with center P which swaps
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Figure 10

triangle DEF to XY Z. The circumcenter of DEF is the midpoint J of ST which swaps to the
circumcenter of XY Z, which in turn is the centroid G of ABC. (1)

The perpendicular lines from Y and Z respectively to CA and AB, meet at the circumcenter O of
ABC. The perpendicular lines from E and F respectively to CA and AB, meet at S. From this,
we see that the homothety swaps E æ Y, F æ Z; so S æ O. (2)

From (1) and (2), we deduce that the homothety swaps the line JS (or TS) to Euler line GO, thus
ST Î OG. This completes the proof of the Lemma, and now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.

Proof of Theorem 4. Consider Figure 5. Let S be the reflection of E in DF . We see that
FE = FS = FA and DE = DS = DC. We get

\ASC = 360¶ ≠ \ASE + \CSE

= 360¶ ≠ (180¶ ≠ (\AFE/2) + 180¶ ≠ (\CDE/2))
= (\AFE/2) + (\CDE/2)

But \A + \B + \C + \D + \E + \F = 720¶.
Therefore,

\ASC = (\AFE/2) + (\CDE/2)
= 360¶ ≠ (60¶ + (\ABC/2) + 60¶ + 60¶)
= 180¶ ≠ (\ABC/2).

Draw a circle with center B and radius BA = BC, then since the angle subtended by chord AC at
the center of a circle is twice the angle subtended by the chord on the circumference, any angle on
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Figure 11

the circumference subtended by chord AC (on the appropriate side) will be 180¶ ≠ (\ABC/2).
Since \ASC = 180¶ ≠ (\ABC/2), the point S must lie on the circumference of the circle.
Hence, AB = BC = BS. So A and S are reflections of each other in the line BF , and we also
see that S coincides with the powerpoint T (since the perpendiculars from A, C and E respectively
to BF , BD and DF are unique). More-over, from the reflections around BF , BD and DF , we
note that all three angles surrounding T are equal to 120¶ ; hence T is the Fermat point of —BDF .
It is now not hard to further observe that Q is the isogonal conjugate of T, and hence, from the
Lemma, it follows that the line PTQ is parallel to the Euler line of —BDF .

Further Observations

From results proven in Beluhov (2009), it’s also interesting to note that for the special case above
when ◊ = 120¶, since the point T is the Fermat point of —BDF , that the Euler lines of triangles
TBD, TDF and TBF are concurrent at the centroid G of —BDF . The particular hexagon
explored here is a close ‘cousin’ of the so-called Haag hexagon, which is a hexagon ABCDEF ,
also with AB = BC, CD = DE, EF = FA but with \B = \D = \F = 120¶ (see
Schattschneider, 1990, p. 90; De Villiers, 2014). Like the hexagon discussed here, the Haag
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hexagon also has its main diagonals AD, BE, and CF concurrent. (This can easily be proved
from Jacobi’s generalisation of the Fermat-Torricelli point of a triangle). However, the Haag
hexagon also tessellates, which is not generally the case for the particular hexagon discussed in
this paper.

Concluding Remarks

This paper has briefly described the fruitful interplay between inductive and deductive processes
in the creation of some new mathematics, as well demonstrating the discovery function of proof.
It is hoped that it will provide some enrichment ideas to mathematics teachers at college and high
school for challenging their talented mathematics students students beyond the narrow confines
of the prescribed curriculum. Apart from the four interesting theorems themselves, students can
also learn a lot from constructing their own dynamic sketches of the results, and exploring their
properties further.
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